SHAKE OFF THE SUMMER HAZE AND
SHIFT FROM HOLIDAY MODE BACK INTO
CLASSROOM MODE WITH OUR FUN
BRAINTEASER QUIZ!
HOW WILL YOU SHAPE UP?

1.

2.

What appears once in every
minute, twice in every
moment, but not once in
a thousand years?

Which city is sinking at
an average rate of 10cm a
year, 10 times faster than
Venice?

3.

4.

The more you take away,
the bigger I become.
What am I?

Where are the world’s
5 smallest countries?

5. Can you find the 8 letter

6.

word using all of the letters
in the wheel? How many
other words with five or
more letters can you make?
Each word must include the
hub letter ‘e’.
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Add me to myself and
multiply by 4. Divide me
by 8 and you will have
me once more.
What number am I?

7.

8.

Can you find the odd one
out amongst the words
below?
Trap, Straw, Noon,
Desserts, Live, Star

Why is a river rich?

9.

10.

What goes up but never
comes down?

There is one road in
London where you have
to drive on the wrong side
of the road (the right),
where is this?

Visit nstgroup.co.uk/brainteaser-quiz

ANSWERS: 1. M 2. Mexico City 3. A hole 4. Vatican City, Monaco, Nauru, Tuvalu & San Marino
5. The 8 letter word is: Learning. Other words containing 5 letters of more & the hub letter ‘e’
include: earning, engrail, leaning, nearing, reginal, realign, angler, regain, linger, linear, agile,
angel, anger, angle, glare, glean, large, learn, linen, liner, reign, inner, range. 6. Any number
7. Noon – all of the other words make a different word when read backwards
8. It has two banks 9. Your age 10. Entering and leaving the Savoy Hotel

So, how well did you do?

